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Abstract

To evaluate the performance of a multi-domain goal-oriented Dialogue System (DS), it is important to understand what the users’ goals are for the conversations and whether those goals are successfully achieved. The success rate of goals directly correlates with user satisfaction and perceived usefulness of the DS. In this paper, we propose a novel automatic dialogue evaluation framework that jointly performs two tasks: goal segmentation and goal success prediction. We extend the RoBERTa-IQ model (Gupta et al., 2021) by adding multi-task learning heads for goal segmentation and success prediction. Using an annotated dataset from a commercial DS, we demonstrate that our proposed model reaches an accuracy that is on-par with single-pass human annotation comparing to a three-pass gold annotation benchmark.

1 Introduction

Today, commercial conversational AI assistants (e.g., Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri, and Google Assistant) are increasingly popular. However, it is challenging to establish reliable metrics to continuously measure the system performance in business reports and A/B experiments. The commonly used metrics in industry, e.g., monthly active users, dialogue count per user, and downstream impacts such as increased subscriptions and product sales etc., usually move slowly and are not suitable to measure the impact of functionality changes. On the other hand, the dissatisfaction metrics based on manual annotation, which can capture dissatisfying user experiences due to system errors, incomplete service coverage, or poor response quality etc., are sensitive to functionality changes, but not suitable for online monitoring and experimentation due to their offline nature. Automatic dialogue evaluation metrics (Schmitt and Ultes, 2015; Ling et al., 2020; Gupta et al., 2021) that measures user experiences at turn level; and 2) Dialogue Quality (DQ) metrics (e.g., (Sun et al., 2021)) that measures user experiences for the whole dialogue. However, we argue that, for multi-domain goal-oriented dialogue systems, there is a need to add a goal-level metric with granularity in between turn and dialogue. If we define a dialogue as a set of turns in quick succession, a user may switch her objective mid-dialogue without clear delineations. As shown by the example in Figure 1, the user started the dialogue with a playing music request but switched her objective halfway to turn on a smart home device. Here, we propose a new granularity – goal, which that measures user experience and is sensitive to functionality changes. The effectiveness of such metrics depends on how well they are correlated with the human annotations.

Automated dialogue evaluation metrics in the literature could be generally grouped into two categories (Deriu et al., 2020): 1) Interaction Quality (IQ) metrics (e.g., (Schmitt and Ultes, 2015; Ling et al., 2020; Gupta et al., 2021)) that measures user experiences at turn level; and 2) Dialogue Quality (DQ) metrics (e.g., (Sun et al., 2021)) that measures user experiences for the whole dialogue. However, we argue that, for multi-domain goal-oriented dialogue systems, there is a need to add a goal-level metric with granularity in between turn and dialogue. If we define a dialogue as a set of turns in quick succession, a user may switch her objective mid-dialogue without clear delineations. As shown by the example in Figure 1, the user started the dialogue with a playing music request but switched her objective halfway to turn on a smart home device. Here, we propose a new granularity – goal, which
represents an objective the user is trying to accomplish in a sequence of turns. Goal segmentation is especially important for accurately evaluating the dialogue quality. In Figure 1 example, the user successfully achieved her first goal but failed on the second one. It would be ambiguous to evaluate the user experience at the whole dialogue level. To our best knowledge, there is no other work in the literature that performs goal segmentation and goal success prediction jointly. Prior work either assumes that a dialogue automatically terminates upon the completion of a goal e.g., (Bodigutla et al., 2020) or the goal boundaries are known beforehand e.g., (Walker et al., 1997).

To build a reliable automatic goal evaluation metric, we extend the RoBERTa-IQ model (Gupta et al., 2021) by adding multi-task learning heads for goal segmentation and success prediction. Even though RoBERTa-IQ model is a model built for turn level metrics, it encodes the turns before and after the reference turn (the turn on which the model will make prediction) to ingest dialogue context information. Besides, time difference between turns are encoded in the time bin embeddings and feed into the model together with the context embedding. Thus, such characteristics makes RoBERTa-IQ model a suitable starting point for goal level evaluation task. For goal segmentation, different from LSTM based method (Koshorek et al., 2018; Arnold et al., 2019), we leverage self-attention mechanism across turns. The practical benefit of this approach is that it improves inference efficiency on long token sequences, which is a common problem for RNN models. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed methods, we evaluated our method against a golden dataset in which each dialogue is labeled by three annotators and the ground truth labels are determined by majority vote. We then compare the accuracy of the model predictions with that of a single-pass human annotation.

The proposed work has two main contributions: 1) A novel goal level dialogue evaluation framework that matches the real-world scenarios in multi-domain goal-oriented dialogue system; 2) A deep learning model that jointly learns goal segmentation and goal success prediction, with accuracy on-par with single-pass human annotation. The remainder of this paper is organized as the following: Section 2 reviews related work about goal segmentation and dialogue evaluation. Section 3 introduces the model architecture. Section 4 shows the experimental setup and discusses the performance of the model. We conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Topic Segmentation

To our best knowledge, our study is the first one to propose dialogue goal segmentation. Similar to the topic segmentation for generic text, dialogue goal segmentation aims to segment a dialogue into the goal-coherent units. Therefore, the previous approaches, which were originally proposed for generic text topic segmentation, are ready to be used for conversational corpora. Early topic segmentation approaches can be classified into two types: 1) lexical cohesion models and 2) content-oriented models. A well-known algorithm of lexical cohesion models is TextTiling (Hearst, 1997). Content-oriented models rely on the re-occurrence of patterns of topics, such as Bayesian Unsupervised Topic Segmentation (Eisenstein and Barzilay, 2008). More recently, neural network-based approaches (Koshorek et al., 2018; Arnold et al., 2019) are favored by researchers because of robust model performance and efficiency.

2.2 Dialogue Evaluation

Unsupervised methods

There are some unsupervised evaluation methods, which provide a good assessment for open domain dialogues. RUBER (Tao et al., 2018) is a turn level metric that combines the relatedness between the turn level response and the previous issued query-response, respectively. Besides relying on semantics of the sentences, GRADE (Huang et al., 2020) proposes a method to leverage the graph embedded topic-level representation for turn level success evaluation. For dialogue level evaluation, MAUDE (Sinha et al., 2020) is a context aware model that measures the quality of a generated reply given the previous dialogue context.

Supervised methods

The well known evaluation framework (Walker et al., 1997) based on user satisfaction is PARADISE (PARAdigm for DIalog System Evaluation) framework. In PARADISE, given a set of manually extracted input features and user ratings, a linear regression model is fitted to predict the user satisfaction. In contrast to evaluating the entire dialogue, there are various
approaches to evaluate the user satisfaction at turn level, such as Interaction Quality (IQ) (Schmitt and Ultes, 2015). To further generalized the model, IQ-NET (Ling et al., 2020) directly uses raw dialogue turn contents and system metadata without hand-crafted features. Meanwhile, by using post experience explicit user feedback as a proxy to user satisfaction, several joint turn and dialogue level evaluation methods (Bodigutla et al., 2020; Park et al., 2020) are proposed.

3 Methodology

We extend the RoBERTa-IQ (Gupta et al., 2021) model architecture by adding the goal segmentation task and goal success prediction task. As a brief recap, there are three key differences separating RoBERTa-IQ from the vanilla RoBERTa model, as illustrated in Figure 2:

1. RoBERTa-IQ introduces two special tokens [USER] and [AGENT] to delineate the beginning of each user request and agent response. This enables the model to encode the multi-turn dialogue as a flattened token sequence (see Table 1 for an example), which enables self-attention mechanism across different turns;

2. RoBERTa-IQ has a notion of “reference turn” versus “contextual turns”. The reference turn is the target for the model prediction while contextual turns are context surrounding the reference turn. In this paper, we use two turns before and two after the reference turn as context (ablation study showed no statistical difference with larger context window);

3. Instead of the usual “position embedding” for RoBERTa model, RoBERTa-IQ has an embedding called “time bin embedding” that is calculated based on timestamp difference between a context turn and the reference turn. The time bin embedding has two uses: 1) it allows the model to understand the temporal relationship between the reference turn and contextual turns; 2) it enables the model to locate the reference turn – a special bin: BIN0 is reserved for reference turn’s tokens.

We add the goal segmentation and goal success prediction task heads on top of the [CLS] token embedding. For each turn in a dialogue, we mark it as the reference turn and let the model to learn from a binary classification label (B if the reference turn is at the beginning of a goal and I if inside a goal). Goal success prediction is modeled as a multi-class classifier with three possible outputs: success, failure, and unactionable.

| USER | Play Jackson |
| USER | Jackson by Johnny Cash and June Carter on Spotify |
| USER | Play Michael Jackson |
| AGENT | Shuffling songs by Michael Jackson, on Spotify |
| AGENT | turn on lamp |
| AGENT | A few items shared name lamp. Do you mean table lamp? |
| USER | No, never mind |
| AGENT | [Silence] |

Table 1: The example dialogue in Figure 1 in flattened token sequences form, considering turn-2 as the reference turn (bolded).

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

We used de-identified data for our experiments. The data is labeled by one annotator for two goal level tasks - goal segmentation and goal success prediction. The training dataset contains ~500K dialogues, randomly split into training (80%) and validation (20%) sets. 44% of those dialogues are single-turn dialogues. For all goals identified in the training dataset: 75% are success, 14% are unactionable and 11% are failure. An additional three-pass human annotation is applied to the evaluation dataset and the majority vote is used as golden labels. We call the evaluation dataset with golden label as golden dataset. The golden dataset is used to measure the performance of both human and the trained models. The single-pass annotation is considered as prediction of human. The golden dataset, which contains ~30K dialogues, has similar data distribution as the training dataset.

4.2 Experiment Setup

Implementation Details

The model training and evaluation are implemented in PyTorch. We continue the training for 15 epochs and select the best model based on the performance on the validation dataset. For multi-task model, we add the two loss functions (cross-entropy loss) for both tasks with equal weights (i.e. 0.5). To compare with the model trained in the multi-task learning framework, we also train goal segmentation and goal success prediction models separately on the same dataset. Note, the model prediction score on different turns may be different. The goal success prediction is
508
determined by the prediction on the last turn of the predicted goal.

**Metrics** We compare the performance of three models under different settings: human model (one-pass human annotation), single task model (two tasks trained separately), multi-task model (two tasks jointly trained). We measure model performance with the following metrics: 1) the accuracy of goal segmentation, which is defined as number of goals with correct boundaries divided by total number of goals; 2) the accuracy of goal evaluation, which is defined as the number of goals with correct boundaries and the right success prediction divided by the total number of goals; 3) weighted F1 score, which is the weighted average of the F1 score of each success prediction class on goals with accurate goal boundary. For machine-learned models, we also report relative metric (accuracy or weighted F1 score) with respect to that of human model in order to illustrate the difference. For example, the relative accuracy of human model is zero. The relative accuracy of single task model is computed as its accuracy minus the accuracy of human model.

### 4.3 Results

Table 2 summarizes the relative accuracy of segmentation and goal evaluation and relative weighted F1 score on single turn dialogues, multi-turn dialogues and these two combined. From the results, we can see the following points: 1) As shown in both accuracy and weighted F1 score, the performance of the multi-task model (the proposed model) is better than two single task models combined, especially, in multi-turn dialogues. 2) The proposed model has lower accuracy in goal segmentation but higher accuracy in goal evaluation compared to human. 3) The proposed model has higher accuracy but lower weighted F1 compared to human in goal evaluation. The proposed model is optimized for success class since that is the main usecase and has the most data for training while the proposed model has small performance gaps in failure class compared to human due to insufficient training data issue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialogue</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Segmentation Accuracy</th>
<th>Goal Accuracy</th>
<th>Weighted F1 Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>+0.0%</td>
<td>+0.0%</td>
<td>+0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single task</td>
<td>+0.0%</td>
<td>+1.1%</td>
<td>-1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-task</td>
<td>+0.0%</td>
<td>+1.4%</td>
<td>-1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>+0.0%</td>
<td>+0.0%</td>
<td>+0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single task</td>
<td>-4.7%</td>
<td>+2.2%</td>
<td>-1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-task</td>
<td>-4.4%</td>
<td>+2.7%</td>
<td>-0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>+0.0%</td>
<td>+0.0%</td>
<td>+0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single task</td>
<td>-3.8%</td>
<td>+2.0%</td>
<td>-1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-task</td>
<td>-3.5%</td>
<td>+2.4%</td>
<td>-0.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Performance of goal segmentation and goal evaluation on golden dataset. The best machine-learned model results are bolded.

### 5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel framework to evaluate goal-level performance for multi-domain goal-oriented dialogue systems and a deep learning model that jointly learns goal segmentation and success prediction. Our experiments show that the proposed model reaches an accuracy that is on-par with single-pass human annotation and with multi-task learning, the model performance is better than single task models for both tasks.
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